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it’s not You…

…it’s your BIAS!



“Finished files are the result 
of years of scientific study 

combined with the 
experience of years.”



what we will cover…

expectations of lawyers 

what is bias anyway? 

how do we assess impact? 

…on reducing bias



reminder: expectations of lawyers
florida bar: 

rule 4-8.4: Misconduct 

A lawyer shall not: (d) engage in conduct in connection with 
the practice of law that is prejudicial to the administration of 
justice, including to knowingly, or through callous 
indifference, disparage, humiliate, or discriminate against 
litigants, jurors, witnesses, court personnel, or other lawyers 
on any basis, including, but not limited to, on account of race, 
ethnicity, gender, religion, national origin, disability, marital 
status, sexual orientation, age, socioeconomic status, 
employment, or physical characteristic;

https://www.floridabar.org/divexe/rrtfb.nsf/FV/0B6C8E5CDCA464D685257172004B0FBD

https://www.floridabar.org/divexe/rrtfb.nsf/FV/0B6C8E5CDCA464D685257172004B0FBD


reminder: expectations of lawyers
american bar association:  

(Note: Florida misconduct rule parallels ABA rule) 

ABA Goal III: Eliminate Bias and Enhance Diversity.  

Objectives: 

1. Promote full and equal participation in the association, our 
profession, and the justice system by all persons. 

2. Eliminate bias in the legal profession and the justice system. 

http://www.americanbar.org/about_the_aba/aba-mission-goals.html

http://www.americanbar.org/about_the_aba/aba-mission-goals.html


reminder: expectations of lawyers
united nations convention the rights of 

the child: 



review
Multiple sources remind 
lawyers of ethical duty to go 
about work in an unbiased 
manner. 

Broader goals include 
working toward the 
elimination of bias.  

Practice Tip: refer to, use and 
display rules, guidelines and 
ethics to remind yourself, 
colleagues, and visitors of 
your commitment. 



the big bias theory



the lens of implicit bias

Implicit Bias is a 
preference (positive or 
negative) for a social 
category that operates 
outside of awareness. 

Explicit bias is a conscious 
preference (positive or 
negative) for a social 
category

Components of bias: 

stereotypes 

prejudice 

discrimination 

*The Lens of Implicit Bias by Shawn C. Marsh, Ph.D.



the good news…
Bias is based on cumulative life experiences 
and understanding of how the world works. 

These schemas, or “mental maps,” help us 
process information automatically. 

Automatic processing helps us preserve 
cognitive resources and is related to what is 
called the “primitive brain.” 

Automatic processing: walking, driving, 
breathing, etc.

*The Lens of Implicit Bias by Shawn C. Marsh, Ph.D.



…the better news
everyone has bias (so let’s forgive ourselves a bit) 

how the brain quickly processes enormous 
amounts of information/stimulus 

these automatic processes are rooted in the 
brain, and can be unrooted/reprogrammed. 

discussing bias can really come down to when are 
we okay with automatic behaviors and attitudes, 
and which behaviors, tasks and jobs require and 
deserve more processing/a closer look?



understanding the difference: 
explicit bias



types of implicit bias
Affinity Bias: warm to people and groups 
like “us” 

Halo Effect: assume all is good about a 
person because you like them/her/him. 

Perception: stereotypes and assumptions 
about certain groups 

Confirmation bias: seek information to 
confirm pre-existing beliefs/assumptions 

Group think: lose self-identity 
attempting to fit into/mimic another 
group. 

see also… 
microaggressions 

minimizing personal 
experiences 

negative messages 

assumptions & myths 

privilege 

“isms”



understanding the difference: 
implicit bias

minimizing

microaggression

negative messages



who is the thief?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S0kV_b3IK9M

assumptions

my
th

s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S0kV_b3IK9M


adultism & adult privilege
Adultism: behaviors and attitudes based on the assumption that adults are better than 
young people and entitled to act upon young people without their agreement  

Privilege: systematically conferred advantages individuals enjoy by virtue of their 
membership in dominant groups with access to resources and institutional power that are 
beyond the common advantages of marginalized citizens  

As a child: 
• Not allowed to vote; lowering the voting age seen as “cheapening” adult vote.  
• It is often considered acceptable, appropriate & even desired for my caregiver to 

physically assault me if I do not please them – even though hitting adults is the height of 
disrespect. 

• If I am routinely yelled at, criticized, and belittled in my home, this might not generally 
be recognized as abusive behavior 

• I am routinely ignored or told to be quiet; I am also yelled at if I interrupt adults though 
it’s ok for adults to interrupt me.  

• Society and the media often portray me in a negative light, and adults complain about 
sharing public spaces with me.  

• People often make decisions on my behalf and tell me they know better than I do about 
what's best for me 

• I am not usually given a choice about religious practice



what we SEE (expect) is what we get

http://heavy.com/news/2016/06/three-black-teenagers-google-search-racism/



review
implicit bias is automatic and 
saves us cognitive time 

automatic behaviors and 
attitudes can skew perception 
and embed harmful preferences 

implicit bias often works to seek 
out information that confirms 
data from “mental maps” 

society and media often reflect 
back our own bias

it’s not you…
(un)

bias



a look at impact



court system
 youth of color are more likely to be incarcerated, and to be incarcerated 
longer, than white youth, even when charged with the same offenses. # 

In secure detention or correctional facilities, LGBTQ youths face 
harassment, emotional abuse, physical and sexual assault, and prolonged 
periods spent in isolation.^ 

LGB and gender-nonconforming youths were twice as likely to have been 
previously held in secure detention for truancy, warrants, probation 
violations, running away, and prostitution compared with their 
heterosexual and gender-normative peers.^ 

some studies estimate that between 65-70% of youth involved with the 
juvenile justice system meet the requirements for a disability.+ 

over 60% of people diagnosed with Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (FASDs) 
over the age of 12 have been charged with a crime, meaning there is likely a 
high prevalence of youth with FASDs in the juvenile justice system.+

# - Reducing Racial and Ethnic Disparities in the Juvenile Justice System, Mark Soler, Executive Director, Center for Children’s Law and Policy 
^ - OJJDP: https://www.ojjdp.gov/mpg/litreviews/LGBTQYouthsintheJuvenileJusticeSystem.pdf 
+ - Justice-Involved Youth with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities: A Call to Action for the Juvenile Justice Community



court system 
police: participants responded more quickly to 
armed latino and black targets than armed white 
or asian targets; when the target was unarmed, 
it took participants longer to correctly refrain 
from shooting latino and black unarmed targets. 

defense attorneys:  overwhelming case loads, 
imperfect information, and need for quick 
decisions create an environment in which implicit 
bias can affect public defenders’ judgments of 
which cases merit the most time and resources.

Kirwain Institute: STATE OF THE SCIENCE: IMPLICIT BIAS REVIEW 2014



court sytem
prosecutors: the conditions under which implicit 
biases translate most readily into discriminatory 
behavior are when people have wide discretion in 
making quick decisions with little accountability. 
Prosecutors function in just such environments. 

juries: jurors of one race tend to show bias against 
defendants who belong to another race (“racial 
outgroups”) 

judges: white judges showed strong implicit attitudes 
favoring whites over blacks

Implicit Bias in the Courtroom: UNCLA Law Review, 2012



employment

ABA/Association of Women 
Lawyers: law firms have made 
limited progress in promoting 
female lawyers over the course 
of decades, and women of color 
are at the bottom. 

at just 2.55 percent of partners 
in 2015, minority women 
“continue to be the most 
dramatically underrepresented 
group at the partnership level, a 
pattern that holds across all firm 
sizes and most jurisdictions

Photo Illustrations by Stephen Webster

“There should be no 
mystery about how 
you create a diverse 
workforce. It’s just a 

commitment,”  
Holley-Walker says.

ABA Journal, 2016, http://www.abajournal.com/magazine/article/minority_women_are_disappearing_from_biglaw_and_heres_why

http://www.abajournal.com/magazine/article/minority_women_are_disappearing_from_biglaw_and_heres_why


review
impacts of bias are evident at every 
contact point of the legal process 

bias affects wide swaths of the 
community because of negative and 
disparate impacts based on race, 
age, disability, gender, sexual 
orientation, gender identity, and 
gender expression 

impacts can be seen in employment 
which then affects “who” is 
making/perpetuating the decisions 
as well 

ULTIMATELY, WE BELIEVE OUR 
DECISIONS ARE CONSISTENT WITH 
OUR CONSCIOUS BELIEFS, WHEN IN 

FACT, OUR UNCONSCIOUS IS 
RUNNING THE SHOW

Resource!



reducing the impact 
of bias



oh the possibilities…
Researchers have found that people may 
have the ability to compensate for the 
effects of implicit bias.  

If they are internally driven or 
otherwise motivated to suppress their 
own biases, people can make judgments 
free from biases, even implicit ones.

Rachlinski, Jeffrey J.; Johnson, Sheri; Wistrich, Andrew J.; and Guthrie, Chris, "Does Unconscious Racial Bias Affect Trial Judges?" (2009). Cornell Law Faculty Publications. Paper 786.

http://scholarship.law.cornell.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1691&context=facpub


debiasing strategies
Raise awareness through education 

Eschew colorblindness and acknowledge real group and 
individual differences 

Reduce ambiguity in decision-making by committing to 
specific judgment criteria before reviewing a case 

 Institute nonthreatening feedback mechanisms to provide 
judges and other court professionals meaningful 
information about any biases they possess 

 Increase exposure to counter-stereotypic exemplars, and 
decrease exposure to stereotypes whenever possible

Kirwain Institute: STATE OF THE SCIENCE: IMPLICIT BIAS REVIEW 2014



address barriers to change
Developing plans and strategies that do not include 
other people (or includes them too late), even though 
the plan affects those very people. 

Not understanding the operating  
system that drives behavior. 

Leaders lacking sufficient ‘edge’ to get the job done; 
e.g. not dealing decisively with people who are 
barriers to change.

All Change is Personal: Why Most Change Efforts Fail and What To Do About It, Inst. for Health & Human Potential, 2009



use proven, comprehensive strategies

System of Care Core Values 
o Community-based 
o Family-driven  
o Youth-guided,  
o Culturally & linguistically  

competent 
o Evaluation 

o Wraparound model



review
reducing and eliminating the 
impact of bias is possible 

approaches must be consistent, 
sound and ongoing 

strategies should take 
comprehensive looks at all entry 
and contact points, and provide a 
workable theory for reshaping 
and reprogramming attitudes and 
practice 

Excellence = making bias 
prevention habit



thank you!

we’re in this together! 

questions, comments, 
follow-up…  

garry i. bevel, esq 
gbevel@coj.net 

hi!

mailto:gbevel@coj.net

